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Abstract

A long-term research program at the Maya center of Chac (II) is providing extraordinary new information regarding architecture,
mortuary populations, and foreign presence at the Puuc hills during the Early Classic period (a.d. 300–600). The finding of
numerous early substructures at monumental and residential contexts, unusual mortuary practices, and various artifacts showing
central Mexican inspiration and/or origin has led to the serious realization that the center of Chac did not develop in cultural
isolation. It is becoming increasingly evident that Teotihuacan played a significant role, either directly or via one of its surrogates,
in the rise of urban centers in the Puuc region. This paper explores the evidence of foreign influences and contacts at Chac and
discusses the larger implications for the early political economy of the Puuc hills region and the region’s relationship to greater
Mesoamerica.

4 Ahau was the name of the katun when occurred the birth of
the Pauahs, when the rulers descended. Thirteen katuns they
reigned; thus they were named while they ruled. 4 Ahau was
the name of the katun when they descended; the great descent
and the little descent they were called.

The foregoing passage from the second chronicle of Chilam Balam
of Chumayel (Roys 1933:139), which suggests an Early Classic
(a.d. 455–475) arrival of outsiders in the northern Yucatan Pen-
insula, has long met with great skepticism by Maya scholars (Tozzer
1941:17). Because of the cyclical nature of recording time em-
ployed by Colonial Maya and the related difficulty of determining
precisely which katun cycle of 260 years is actually being re-
corded, many Mayanists have dismissed these written accounts as
having no historic or interpretive value.

Since 1995, archaeological research at Chac (II), a large Puuc
hills center dated to the Early Classic period, has produced find-
ings showing a strong foreign component likely due to the polity
at Teotihuacan (Figure 1). Central Mexican patterns, icons, and
imagery have been found on architecture and artifacts in monu-
mental contexts and in burials and mortuary patterns within resi-
dential contexts resembling apartment compounds. These findings
argue for a complex relationship that went far beyond mere influ-
ences and casual contacts. These important data raise questions
about how and why a foreign presence may have occurred at Chac,
of all places. Obviously, the Chilam Balam passages referring to
early foreign arrivals in the Yucatan, particularly in regard to the

“Great Descent” from the west, must be reevaluated in light of
these significant new archaeological findings.

This paper will discuss the research at Chac and its environs,
including the Gruta de Chac, while focusing specifically on the
foreign components dating to the Early Classic (a.d. 300–550)
and Middle Classic (a.d. 550–700) periods. These findings will
be compared with archaeological and epigraphical research from
Matacapan, Kaminaljuyu, and Tikal—places of intense highland
to lowland interactions of the Early Classic. This comparative
analysis will distinguish among elite emulation, foreign contacts,
and the nature and timing of a Teotihuacan presence in the Puuc
region. A theoretical review of ethnic enclaves and their archaeo-
logical correlates will be discussed as they relate to ethnic dynam-
ics and organization for these key Mesoamerican centers. It is
argued that a foreign enclave of merchants and perhaps resident
elites from central Mexico were at Chac during the Middle Classic
period, if not earlier. These data are employed to propose a model
for Early Classic political economy in the Puuc region of Yucatan
reaching well beyond the Maya world to include the highland
metropolis of Teotihuacan and greater Mesoamerica.

BACKGROUND

Chac is a Maya center located about 2 km northwest of the site of
Sayil and 2 km south of the Gruta de Chac (I). Covering an area
greater than 3 km2, settlement survey has shown that the Gruta
was part of greater Chac (Figure 2). The northern sectors of Sayil,
including the hilltop North Group, were also part of Chac’s set-
tlement orbit (Smyth 1998, 2003; Smyth et al. 1998). Research at
Chac has shown that the site began in the Early Classic, had aE-mail correspondence to: msmyth@rollins.edu
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Figure 1. Map of the Yucatan Peninsula showing the location of Chac and other sites (courtesy National Geographic Society 2003).
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Figure 2. Site map of Chac showing the distribution of settlement across an area of about 2 km2, the locations of the Chac Palace,
the Central Acropolis, the Great Pyramid Plaza, the Platform Group, and the Sacta Group to the north and west.
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significant Middle Classic occupation, reached its maximum in
the Late Classic, and declined precipitously at the outset of the
Terminal Classic period. Excavation and survey at the neighbor-
ing Gruta suggests that the water cave and associated settlement
were integral to the early population buildup of Chac (Smyth 1999).
The finding ofchultunsassociated with both ceremonial and res-
idential architecture suggests that the Gruta itself was not a daily
source of water for people living near the cave. In addition, test
excavations within the Gruta de Chac Plaza ( just northwest of the
cave entrance) recovered little residential debris, indicating that
the plaza and nearby settlement served a special function. This
function related to the role of the Gruta as a place for sacred ritual,
pilgrimages, and the procurement of the holy waters associated
with the Maya rain gods (Andrews 1965; Mercer 1975; Smyth
1999).

One of the initial objectives of the Chac Project was to redress
the acute chronological problems for the Puuc hills region. Chro-
nological reconstruction for the region has not been rigorous and
is largely based on confusing and sometimes contradictory rela-
tive dating techniques of ceramic sequences and architectural style.
The work of Carmen Varela (1998) at Oxkintok arguing for a
Middle Classic ceramic phase and Michael Vallo’s (2002) impres-
sive study indicating an early phase for Cehpech ceramics at
Xkipche are noteworthy for advancing our understanding of Puuc
chronology. While ceramic studies from Chac are yielding com-
parable results (Ortegón 1995–2002), the Chac Project have em-
phasized chronometrical dating; architectural stratigraphy; mortuary
patterns, including complete and nearly complete vessels; and di-
agnostic pot sherds from sealed architectural contexts (Smyth 1998;
Smyth et al. 1998). A program of radiocarbon dating at Chac has
produced more than 40 chronometrical dates taken from strati-
graphic contexts necessary to place architectural and ceramic se-
quences in absolute time (Table 1). These data help to avoid
problems of subjective interpretation based on ceramic classifica-
tion that have plagued the archaeology of northern Yucatan. With
the important exception of the German Project at Xkipche (Rein-
del 1997), there has not been a comprehensive program of chro-
nometrical dating for any other site in the region. The chronological
information at Chac strongly argues for the assignment of the
Middle Classic period to the site. Our use of the termMiddle
Classic, however, does not carry any necessary developmental
implications; it merely denotes a period of time between the Early
and Late Classic. Evidence of foreign contact and influence does
occur in the Early Classic but appears more direct and intense
during the Middle Classic period.

The presence of central Mexican icons such as year signs, owl
symbolism, and Tlaloc imagery on early and late Puuc architec-
ture at Uxmal and Sayil has long puzzled Maya researchers (An-
drews 1994). The finding of Teotihuacan-like decoration on early
architecture and Teotihuacan-style ceramics from mortuary con-
texts has prompted a consideration of foreign influence at the
early Puuc region center of Oxkintok (Ricardo Valezquez, per-
sonal communication 1996, 2000; Rivera 1991, 2003; Varela 1998;
Varela and Braswell 2003). Other Early Classic sites across north-
ern Yucatan have yielded comparable evidence, such as atalud-
tablero-style platform at Chunchucmil (Bruce Dahlin, personal
communication 2000), atalud-tablerofacade and circular burial
from Group 612 at Dzibilchaltun (Andrews IV and Andrews V
1980:68–73), Teotihuacan imagery on the Temple of the Stucco
Frieze at Acanceh, Teotihuacan-style murals at Xel-Ha, and a re-
cently consolidatedtalud-tablero-style platform at Coba. While

many researchers have ignored these patterns or have dismissed
them as simply emulation of foreign symbolism, the data at Chac
indicate that early interaction with central Mexico was significant
and went beyond mere long-distance influence.

PYRAMID EXCAVATION

A comprehensive program of excavation in both monumental
and residential contexts at Chac began in 1995 and has intensi-
fied in recent seasons. Architectural excavation at the Great Pyr-
amid Plaza sampled and consolidated the Great Pyramid itself
and the remains of a vaulted stone building (E-I) on its summit
(Figure 3). Nine other stone structures, including seven vaulted
buildings and two stone paved ramps, form an attached pentagon-
shaped plaza to the south (Smyth 1998; Smyth et al. 1998). The
findings of up to five construction phases dating froma.d. 400 to
800 at the Great Pyramid and of substructures within five plaza
buildings show that construction in the Pyramid Plaza began in
the Early Classic period (Figure 4). Numerous cached offerings
and Teotihuacan-like icons in the form of stone sculpture and on
foreign-style pottery vessels, green and gray obsidian possibly
from Highland Mexico, andtalud-tablero-like decorative ele-
ments were incorporated into building facades. This discovery
strongly suggests some form of significant central Mexican contact.

A trenching operation on the south side of the Great Pyramid
revealed one of the earliest public buildings known in the Puuc
region. Radiocarbon dated toa.d. 3706 60 (uncalibrated) by a
charcoal sample from an associated plaza surface, this unusual
pyramid substructure has been dubbed the Ka’nah (Yellow House)
because it shows facing stones of a very distinctive yellow-
colored limestone similar in color to the Temple of the Seven
Dolls at Dzibilchaltun but more skillfully finished, showing a thin,
hard layer of yellow and red painted stucco. The pyramid platform
on the south face, the only side that could be exposed, has three
terraces with alternating sloping-wall and straight-wall architec-
ture. The two upper terraces are 1.8 m in height; the upper one
slopes outward slightly, the middle terrace slopes more severely,
and the lowest level is an upright panel about 1 m tall (Figure 5).
Two back-to-back facing stones in situ indicate that there were
narrow balustrades bordering the staircase, and the remains of a
mostly destroyed stucco mask was found near the top center of the
stairway. In fact, all of the small stairway stones, measuring about
20 3 20 cm, were intentionally removed, leaving the stucco im-
pressions clearly intact. The facing stones of the staircase retain-
ing walls were found in situ. A small probing excavation in the
east wall revealed that the structural fill supporting the staircase
consisted of a lower layer of small limestone cobbles, orch’ich
stones, an unusual construction technique for Puuc platforms that
resembles the use of volcanic scoria (tepetate) as surface layering
found at Teotihuacan (Margain 1971:54). The normal construc-
tion fill for Puuc architecture characteristically involved succes-
sive layers of large boulders (bak pek), medium-size rocks, and
ch’ich stones. The evidence for balustrades; facing stones, espe-
cially on the staircase; andch’ich-stone surface layering is not
typical of early architecture in the region but was common at
Teotihuacan at this time. A charcoal sample taken from below the
stone fill within the crevices of the natural limestone bedrock
produced an uncalibrated radiocarbon date of 5906 70 b.c. This
date is much too early for the pyramid sub and must reflect the age
of the ground surface immediately below. The other possibility is
that there was some sort of occupation at Chac during the Middle
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Table 1. Selected radiocarbon dates from Chac II, Yucatan

Field Specimen (Year) Laboratory Number

Conventional
C-14 Age

(b.p.)

Uncalibrated
Calendar Date

(a.d.)
Calibrated C-14

(2 sigma, 96% probability) Context

30513 (1996) Beta-98319 16106 60 340 340–600 Grecaschultun; within floor
30522 (1996) Beta-98320 18606 110 90 60b.c.–a.d. 420 Pyramid Plaza; early plaza surface
30539 (1996) Beta-98322 12506 60 700 665–905, 920–950 E-VIIa, uppermost stucco floor
30545 (1996) Beta-98323 14306 60 520 540–690 Megalithic platform floor
30533 (1997) Beta-114546 13306 50 620 640–790 Central altar; within vessel offering
30711 (1997) Beta-114547 12506 50 700 670–890 E-VIIa, upper stucco floor
30713 (1997) Beta-114548 13306 50 620 640–790 E-VIIa, lower stucco floor
30727 (1997) Beta-114549 14606 70 490 440–685 Hol-Be chultun; above floor
30730 (1997) Beta-114552a 15806 60 370 380–620 North Pyramid Plaza surface
30750 (1998) Beta-122986 13306 50 620 640–790 E-VIIb; East room, stucco floor
30753 (1998) Beta-122987 12306 50 720 680–905, 920–950 E-VIIb; West room, stucco floor
32172 (1999) Beta-134762 11906 40 760 720–745, 760–965 Offering, south side of Puuc Pyramid
30786 (1999) Beta-134759 11606 40 790 775–980 Structure 2; East room, within vessel burial 2
30788 (1999) Beta-134760 12206 40 730 690–895 Structure 2; east room, fill above burials
30916 (2000) Beta-148713 12606 40 690 670–880 E-IV; stucco floor
40001 (2000) Beta-148714 14306 40 520 560–670 Pyramid trench;chultuneraoffering
40000 (2000) Beta-148715 13106 40 640 650–780 Pyramid trench; outer structural fill
40005 (2000) Beta-148716a 8806 140 1040 890–1320, 1340–1390 Pyramid sub; platform surface
30976 (2000) Beta-148720 3806 40 1540 1500–1670 Platform Group; Structure 5 room 2, Burial 16
30965 (2000) Beta-148721 8206 40 1130 1050–1100, 1140–1270 Sacta Group; substructure, Level 4
30982 (2000) Beta-148722 7006 40 1250 1020–1220 Sacta Group; substructure, Burial 3
33054 (2001) Beta-159360 12906 40 660 660–790 Sacta Group; floor above Burial 6
33083 (2001) Beta-159361 1406 40 1810 1650–1700, 1720–1820,

1840–1880, 1920–1950
Sacta Group, between vessels, Burial 8

32318 (2001) Beta-15962a 25406 70 590b.c. 820–410b.c. Ka’nah substructure, below staircase
32312 (2001) Beta-15963 2506 40 1700 1520–1580, 1630–1680,

1770–1820, 1940–1950
Intermediate Pyramid, east side, lowest tier

32313 (2001) Beta-15964a 13006 50 650 650–810, 840–860 Northeast depression, level 2
33144 (2002) Beta-169697a 44406 70 2490b.c. 3360–2900 East lintel building substructure; below floor
33146 (2002) Beta-169698a 22806 140 330b.c. 790b.c.–10a.d. Sacta sub north room block; below floor

aStandard radiometry.
Note:All dates were calculated using accelerator mass spectrometry or standard radiometric techniques.



Preclassic period, although no artifacts were found in direct
association.

A two-level building platform atop the Ka’nah clearly sup-
ported a high-walled building with an early-style vaulted build-
ing, since small corbel stones cut to support capstones, a large
lintel or door jamb, a roughly worked drum or colonnette, and
facing stones were found within the structural fill. Many facing
stones and cornice moldings of the same yellow limestone as the
substructure were recovered within the platform floors of the plaza
buildings. A molding stone was found in a nearbychultunshow-
ing the original stucco and dark red paint, which indicates that red
was the base color for the stone building that crowned the pyramid
sub platform. This building was clearly dismantled, and various
facing stones were redeposited within different building contexts
of the Pyramid Plaza, perhaps reflecting a ritual act of termina-
tion. The pyramid platform surface consisted of an extraordinarily
hard concrete withch’ich stone fill similar to that that recovered
from the sub staircase probe.

Another pyramid construction, or phase II, was discovered
within the northwest corner of the Intermediate Pyramid dis-
cussed later (phase III). Although only the corners of a five-tiered
pyramid-like platform could be exposed, the stonework is very
archaic—composed of roughly shaped, medium-size boulders and
many wedge-shaped stones, orcuñas, set within the stone matrix
(Figure 6). This kind of stonework is virtually identical to the
succeeding phase III pyramid. The uppermost and lowest tiers are
round or apsidal in shape, while the three intermediate tiers are
square. Phase II presents an interpretive challenge since it is much
higher than the Ka’nah Pyramid but clearly covered by the Inter-
mediate Pyramid, which suggests that it was a post construction of
phase I with a less refined style of stonework. An alternative pos-
sibility is that the two constructions were attached and articulated
in some way, with the phase I construction actually being the
frontal platform for the phase II pyramid. This possibility suggests
either that the two structures were contemporaries or that phase II

preceded phase I. With the available data, however, there is no
way to resolve this ambiguity

In 2000, a larger Intermediate Pyramid (phase III) encasing the
pyramid sub and the phase II platform was discovered containing
medium-size, rough-cut stonework with rounded southwest and
southeast corners; straight-walled and straight-edged corners on
the northeast and southwest; and 15 staggered, recessed lateral
staircases—five on the west, four on the north, and six on the east
sides (Figures 4 and 7). The stonework and lateral staircases of
this pyramid platform are unique for the Puuc region. The only
remotely comparable building on the northern Yucatan Peninsula
is Structure 36 at Dzibilchaltun, a Late Terminal Classic pyramid
platform on the northeast side of the Central Plaza as well as the
last construction phase of Structure 44 (Maldonado 2003). Of
special interest are the similarities to the Sun Pyramid at Teotihua-
can, which shows staggered, recessed staircases on the west face.
Usamacinta sites are also known for platforms with recessed stair-
cases (Andrews V 1979).

The recovery of a complete Chemax red, trickle-down paint
chultunera(chultunjar) and associated charcoal sample from the
south-side vertical trench sealed deep within the Intermediate Pyr-
amid construction fill 1.8 m above the Ka’nah platform gave a
radiocarbon date for the Intermediate Pyramid ofa.d. 5206 40
(uncalibrated)—or the Middle Classic period. Exposures and con-
solidations on the west, north, and east faces revealed the remains
of small panels and sloping wall segments on the three upper
terrace east walls, suggesting some form of slope and panel (talud-
tablero-like) decoration. This pyramid was covered with a thin,
hard coat of cement-like stucco and must have been decorated
using a wide spectrum of colors, which are evident in the many
brilliantly painted stucco fragments recovered. These base colors
for most of the fragments were three reds (red-brown, pink, and
red specular hematite) supplemented with malachite green, ochre,
and blue (light and dark shades), and a few traces of black and
white. These colors are the Classic Teotihuacan polychrome paint-

Figure 3. The Great Pyramid after fi-
nal excavation and consolidation in
2001 showing the Pyramid sub (Ka’nah)
below a deep vertical trench (center
left), the east face of the Intermediate
Pyramid (upper right), the south Puuc
facade and E-I Temple (center top),
and the apsidal shaped megalithic-like
base (lower right). A large stucco ser-
pent mask is located beneath the pal-
metto roof.
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ing palette (Miller 1973:25) Above several lateral staircases on
the west and east sides were stone tenons that suggested mounted
stucco or stone figures. Nearby within the pyramid debris were
numerous stucco fragments, including sandal straps painted in red
specular hematite and large teeth and curved fangs, some of which
were painted red and others blue with lighter-colored stripes, rem-
iniscent of Tlaloc fangs. These and other fragmentary body parts
suggest miniature anthropomorphic figures. Other stucco imagery
includes a mask portion showing traces of bands around the eyes
in red specular hematite, abstract symbolism such as an eye motif
similar to theollin sign (the central Mexican ideogram for “earth-
quake,” which also refers to the mythical birth of the fifth sun at
Teotihuacan), and vegetation-like symbols in malachite green (Fig-
ure 8). These unusual color combinations and stucco symbolism
are commonly associated with murals and artwork from
Teotihuacan.

In previous field seasons, four tenoned stone sculptures carved
in the round were found buried in Late Classic contexts within the

Pyramid Plaza. They represent two serpent helmets worn by two
human figures (warriors?) and two feathered eye (war?) serpents.
These head sculptures depict imagery similar to Stela 31 at Tikal
showing Yax Nuun Ayiin in Teotihuacan costume (Stone 1989:157)
and the Temple of Quetzalcoatl at Teotihuacan, suggesting central
Mexican inspiration (Figure 9). These head sculptures were recov-
ered outside their original building contexts in eroded condition.
Since the prevailing winds and rains come from the southeast,
pattern of weathering found mostly on one side of each sculpture
argues that they were Middle Classic and decorated the upper
facade of a high building, perhaps the Intermediate Pyramid’s
vaulted temple building.

The extraordinary finding of a long tenoned stone with a mask-
like sculpture on one side in the natural size of a human face on
the floor of the Great Pyramid’s temple (E-I) shows unmistakable
Teotihuacan-style (Figure 10). This mask-like sculpture was clearly
some sort of offering because it must have been carefully removed
from the wall of a building and laid flat on the floor and covered

Figure 4. Plan map of the Great Pyramid showing the five stages of the superimposed pyramid structures: the Pyramid sub (I); the
substructure (II) ; the Intermediate Pyramid (III) with 15 lateral recessed staircases; the Puuc Pyramid south facade and staircase (IV);
and the megalithic base (V) after final excavation and consolidation in 2001.
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with stones before the roof of E-I was intentionally collapsed.
These contextual data show that the Teotihuacan-style sculpture
mask must predate the last pyramid temple and is likely to have
been moored into the interior wall above a doorway (looking south)
of an early building, given that the stone ends are relatively flat
and slightly battered corresponding to the springline of a vaulted
roof. The mask’s length of 60 cm and faced distal surface are
roughly equivalent to the width and finish of a stone wall, and the
well-preserved condition suggests little or no exposure to the ele-
ments. The additional recovery of facing stones with incised dec-
oration showing teardrops onalmenas(merlons), roundedgrecas
(stepless frets), a five-pointed (?) star, and moldings with goggle-
eye-like motifs came from the lowest levels of platform fill for E-I
(Figure 11). The data suggest that these stones originally came
from an earlier temple that crowned the Intermediate Pyramid but
was completely dismantled before E-I was rebuilt in the same
space. The later E-I temple also shows a mix of early- and late-
style facing stones, showing that many stones were reused from
the earlier building.

A thin-walled, orange ware globular jar with a restricted, slightly
inverted neck and concave base was recovered about 1 m below
the stucco floor of E-I and the Teotihuacan-style mask (Fig-
ure 12). This vessel appears to be part of the same offering, per-
haps representing a period-ending ritual or termination event
commemorating an earlier time. The vessel form and paste com-
position of this jar, a brown-orange slip with red and black line
and red painting of geometric designs around its upper surface,
are unusual for the Puuc pottery; it is unclear whether this is a
local ware. The vessel shows patterns of erosion even though it
was buried and sealed beneath a stucco floor within a considerable
amount of stone fill. These observations suggest an heirloom ves-
sel identified as Timucuy Orange polychrome dating to the Early
Classic period. Whether this important vessel was locally made or

Figure 5. Reconstruction of the Phase I Pyramid sub showing the sloping- and straight-wall architecture, a balustrade staircase, the
remains of a stucco mask, and the multiple levels of the building platform. The vaulted roof and east facade of the pyramid platform
are hypothetical. Drawn by Chris Klein for National Geographic Magazine, April 2002.

Figure 6. The Stage II Pyramid platform within the northwest corner of
the Intermediate Pyramid showing the rounded corner on Tier 1, the
three squared intermediate corners (Tiers 2–4), and the rounded platform
at the top (Tier 5). Drawing by Jessica Bitely.
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Figure 7. The east face of the Intermediate Pyramid (Stage III) after final exposure and consolidation in 2001 showing the E-I building
platform at the top (Phase 4 or 5), the upper four of six lateral recessed staircases, and the Phase V megalithic base and the
stonework covering the Intermediate Pyramid’s northeast corner.

Figure 8. Sample of the multicolored
stuccos that decorated the Intermedi-
ate Pyramid showing various shades
of red, blue, and green, including a
blue painted circle in the center (ollin-
like sign, lower center), malachite green
(flowering tree? at left), and red spec-
ular hematite (mask fragment, at right).
The symbolism and color coding are
reminiscent of the Teotihuacan paint
palette. Scale 5 9 cm.
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an import is uncertain because the polychrome pottery of northern
Yucatan remains badly confused (Ball 1978:107).

Another unusual vessel and likely offering was recovered bro-
ken but virtually complete at the foot of the megalithic staircase for
the Intermediate Pyramid beneath a stucco floor surface behind a
buried megalithic stone.Asmall, brown-ware globular bowl painted
with faint red circles in resist with three zones of incised decoration
is highlighted by a rim of six rectangular cartouches with glyphic-

like inscriptions resembling narrative scenes and notational sym-
bols from Teotihuacan (Figure 13). This extraordinary vessel may
even represent the Great Goddess because its incised decoration
shows close similarities to a mural painting representing the God-
dess believed to have come from the Tetitla apartment compound
(Berrin and Pasztory 1993:196). This principal incised figure on
the vessel also resembles the colossal stone sculpture found near
the Pyramid of the Moon at Teotihuacan (Berrin and Pasztory

Figure 9. The four serpent sculptures
recovered from various ritual cache lo-
cations at the Pyramid Plaza. The two
tenoned head sculptures at the left are
open-mouth serpents with feathered
eyes; the two at the right appear to be
warriors with serpent helmets/
headdresses.

Figure 10. Tenon stone showing a
Teotihuacan-style funerary mask recov-
ered from the floor of E-I.
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1993:72, Figure 7). The abstract narrative scene presented in the
round shows the Goddess on two sides emerging from a lower zone
of jeweled mountains (six) into an upper zone of tri-mountains, styl-
ized tree symbols, and flowering branches. The face of the Goddess
is repeated on the other side, but this part of the vessel was damaged
and the missing pieces were not recovered. Her headdress and face
articulate with a middle zone of thumbnail impressions seemingly
representingawidemouth full of teethandheavybeadednecklace—a
symbol of the Goddess. If this interpretation is correct and the ves-
sel was locally made, it is clear that the artist was well familiar with
Teotihuacan notational conventions and religious symbolism. Al-
though the vessel form is rare for the Puuc region, the vessel type
remains unidentified but may have originated somewhere on the
Gulf Coast (David Ortegón, personal communication 2002). The
surface finish, color, and incised decoration, however, are very sim-
ilar to cylinder tripod vessels attributed to the Maya area on display
at the Teotihuacan museum.

RESIDENTIAL GROUP EXCAVATIONS

A program of excavation, mapping, and analysis took place at two
residential groups west of the site’s monumental core: the Plat-
form Group, a residential platform about 200 m north of the Great
Pyramid Plaza, and the Sacta Group, approximately 100 m west of
the Great Pyramid itself. The goal was to reconstruct residential
patterns during the Early to Late Classic periods and determine
the extent of foreign influence and contacts as suggested by the
evidence from monumental contexts.

The Platform Group

In 1999, test excavations began at the Platform Group because of
its unusual spatial arrangement (Figure 14). A very large plat-
form with numerous visible structure foundations and surface

Figure 11. Decorative stones recovered below the floor of E-I showing incised teardrop motifs on two almena (merlin) stones (upper
right), a greca design (left), and a five-pointed (?) star and border (below). Scales 5 20 cm.
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levels, the group did not seem to be arranged in the typical Maya
pattern of being oriented along cardinal directions around a cen-
tral plaza. The Platform Group also has no vaulted architecture,
which is unusual considering its proximity to the monumental
core of Chac. In addition, the Platform Group excavations have
yielded a large group of human burials, summarized here, con-
taining numerous complete vessels, including many tripod dishes.
A more in-depth treatment of all Chac burials is the subject of a
forthcoming article. Unusual mortuary patterns as well as arti-
fact forms and decoration typical of Teotihuacan, including an
extraordinarycandelero-like vessel, a cylinder tripod, and numer-
ousatlatl dart tips, were found in association with the substruc-
ture. According to Irwin Rovner and Suzanne Lewenstein
(1997:27–28),atlatl, arrow, and spear points can be differenti-
ated according to the width of the point, with a 95% confidence
interval. In addition, points from Becan and Dzibilchaltun with a
mean maximum thickness of 8 mm were classified as dart points.
Based on their classification, many points at Chac, particularly
from the Platform and Sacta Groups, are identified asatlatl darts.
Given that dart points are typically found in Late or Terminal
Classic-period contexts in the region (Rovner and Lewenstein
1997:28, 79), their appearance in earlier contexts at Chac might
be significant because Teotihuacan warriors are almost always
depicted as wielding spear throwers. These data suggest tangible
evidence of a possible foreign group of merchant-warriors living
at the site.

At the Platform Group, the room interiors of three stone foun-
dations (braces) for perishable buildings (Structures 1, 2, and 3)
were tested by excavation and exposed horizontally. A round
structure and two additional foundation braces were also tested.
Based on ceramics, radiocarbon assays, and architectural stratig-
raphy, all surface structures are now dated to the Late Classic
period. Horizontal exposures beneath and around Structures 1
and 2, however, revealed a substantial substructure that was lev-
eled and filled with large stones. Then, the substructure was used
as the building platform for the later structures. This explains the
spatial orientation of the more typical Maya houses of the later
phase: the last occupants used the substructure to build on and
thus were restricted to its general form and placement. The sub-
structure shows the remains of multiple rooms, interior corridors,
and a possible interior patio area with a relatively thick stucco
floor and boulder wall foundation (Figure 15). In fact, the lower
building’s large, rough-cut boulder stones are likely to have been
used as foundation walls for a perishable (possibly flat) roof.
There was no clear evidence of any vault stones. Only fragments
of a stucco floor were preserved; however, in some locations,
unbroken patches were 2–3 cm thick. The substructure was built
on a layer of relatively sterile construction fill used to level the
bedrock. The most intriguing aspect of the substructure was that
it did not seem to follow traditional Maya spatial conventions.
Typical Maya residential constructions consisted of small range
structures (like those found in the later phase of the Platform
Group) oriented along cardinal directions around a central plaza
area. This substructure seems to consist of multiple rooms artic-
ulated with one another, some kind of interior corridor, and pos-
sibly an interior patio space. As a whole, the excavated portion is
oriented between 15 and 20 degrees east of north, an angle very
similar to the major axis of construction at Teotihuacan. Spa-
tially, the substructure is very similar to central Mexican residen-
tial compounds at contemporaneous sites such as that of
Teotihuacan and Matacapan.

Figure 12. Globular jar of Timucuy Orange Polychrome found about 1 m
below the tenon stone funerary-style mask. Scale 5 10 cm.

Figure 13. Small globular bowl found buried at the base of the megalithic
staircase of the Intermediate Pyramid with three zones of decoration
highlighted by a rim of five rectangular cartouches with incised glyphic-
like inscriptions showing narrative scenes and/or notational symbols
resembling those known for Teotihuacan. This vessel was an offering to
the pyramid and appears to be a representation of the Earth Goddess
similar to a painted mural believed to have come from the Tetitla apart-
ment compound. Scale 5 10 cm.
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Of the 13 human burials (11 actual and two probable) located
at the Platform Group, all were found sealed below the substruc-
ture’s stucco floor and therefore must date to the Early to Middle
Classic periods. With one exception, all burials were primary ones
interred in seated or tightly flexed positions (perhaps as part of
burial bundles) within circular to oval-shaped stone-lined cists or
crypts. Four subfloor burials were associated with worked animal
bones, and two burials had jade beads associated with the cranium
or cranium area, which suggests that they were placed within the
mouth of the deceased (e.g. Cabrera Castro 1999b:516, 518). Skel-

etal analysis of 11 individuals with preserved diagnostic attributes
identified six adult males, four adult females, and one adult whose
sex is indeterminate (Tiesler 1999b, 2000). The male individuals
appear very robust, indicating physically demanding labor; one
male survived severe cranial trauma. Several individuals showed
both dental mutilation and cranial deformation, suggesting posi-
tions of rank but not elite status (Tiesler 1999a). Based on trace-
element analysis, one male individual and maybe one female
showed a divergent nutritional pattern of a non-Puuc region ori-
gin, possibly outside the Maya area altogether. The complex mor-

Figure 14. Schematic plan of the Platform Group showing the location of the Early Classic substructure beneath Structures 1 and 2
and various other platform superstructures dating to the Late Classic period. Thirteen Early to Middle Classic burials were found
within the substructure, and three additional Late Classic burials were recovered from Structure 5. North is at the top; scale 5 1:400.
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tuary patterns of multiple floor burials, small oval-circular crypt
chambers, seated body positions, and non-Maya style artifact of-
ferings imply significant contacts from outside the region. Some
of these mortuary patterns, such as multiple floor burials and ves-
sels interred with building walls, are similar to those identified at
the Gulf Coast center of Matacapan (Mound 61) where Teotihua-
canos are argued to have been living in Middle Classic times (a.d.
450–650; Santley 1989:136; Santley et al. 1985).

Other unusual burial elements rarely recovered from Puuc sites
include pyrite plaque fragments, red cinnabar found either as small
nodules or paintings on the stones of burial cists, and small flakes
of mica. Of the 28 complete ceramic vessels recovered, most were
early slate wares found in clear association with polychrome sherds
(including Dos Arroyos polychromes) or orange-ware bichrome
vessels stylistically dated to the Early Classic. Virtually all vessels
were stucco-coated, with many showing resist painting, a decora-
tive technique typical of Teotihuacan ceramics. One early slate-
ware vessel shows a stylized image of a fanged deity with a flowing
headdress and goggle eyes that closely resembles the central Mex-
ico storm god (Tlaloc; Figure 16). This image was painted on the
bottom of a tripod dish in red specular hematite. Another unusual
vessel is an incised thin-walled, black-ware (unidentified) cylin-
drical vase with an out-flaring rim emulating vessel forms from
Teotihuacan (Figure 17). Also, fragments of five bifacially worked
projectile points, identified asatlatl dart tips, were recovered from
early contexts within the substructure. These points are similar to
a completeatlatl biface of dark gray Highland Mexican (Otumba?)

Figure 15. Plan map of the Platform Group substructure showing the various wall alignments defining a multi-unit compound and
circular foundation, stucco floor remains (dark shaded areas), and the locations of 12 of the 13 subfloor burials (small rotated
squares).

Figure 16. Tlaloc-like image with bird-of-prey? headdress painted in neg-
ative resist and red specular hematite on the bottom of a tripod dish with
outflaring walls. The black oval in the central represents a “kill” hole.
Scale 5 10 cm.
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obsidian retrieved from the bottom of a striated jar that was part of
a cached ceremonial offering within the Great Pyramid Plaza in
1996 (Figure 18). A small charcoal sample associated with the
atlatl point is radiocarbon dated toa.d. 620 (uncalibrated) The
obsidian point, however, is likely to be earlier, because it shows
evidence of reworking near the tip before being interred as an
offering, suggesting that the point was curated or taken from an
earlier context.

A stucco-coated, black and brown-on-orange, single-hole, box-
like ceramic receptacle, apparently for burning incense, in the
form of a temple with a three-part cornice molding and sloping
lower wall (Figure 19) may be acandelero. This unusual vessel
was found with a pair of fine jade ear flares below the substructure
floor in 1999. These artifacts were interred along with a seated
adult male (Burial 3) inside a circular stone-lined chamber with
red cinnabar painted on several stones. Although it has been sug-
gested that this ceramic receptacle is avenenera(poison bottle)—a
folk classification reserved for a rare group of miniature vessels
whose function is unknown—this classification is dubious for the
following reasons. First, similar square, smooth-surfacecandele-
ros and even modeledcandeleroshave been found in burial con-
texts dating to the Early–Middle Classic periods in central Mexico,
Veracruz, and the Maya area (Gamio 1922; Kidder et al. 1946;
Linné 1934; Müller 1978; Santley 1989:137; Sempowski and
Spence 1994; Zabé 1999:22). Second, inside the single-holed re-
ceptacle from Chac and directly below the vessel opening there
are dark, patchy areas beneath a stucco coating that appear to be
residue from burning. The most likely conclusion is that these
kinds of miniature vessels found at selected sites in the northern
Maya area arecandelerosthat were manufactured as Mayanized
renderings of this distinctive central Mexican culture diagnostic.

Five small ceramic receptacles calledveneneraswere directly
associated with five early burials recovered in 1999 (Figure 20).
All are oval-shaped with annular supports, straight-walled necks,
direct rims, and smoothly finished surfaces and are decorated with
red resist-painted circles, small applique knobs along their sides,
and perforations at the base for suspension by a small cord or
string, likely from around the neck. Traditionally identified as
receptacles for holding antivenin for snakebites or as bottles for
fragrances, these identifications are highly unlikely. These vessels
also have been suggested as receptacles for cinnabar (Varela and
Braswell 2003:266). What we know for sure, however, is that they
were burial offerings. They also may have been portable incense
burners, considering that burned residue appears on the bottom of
two bottles. Long-distance traders may have employed these items

Figure 17. Central Mexican–style ves-
sels recovered from various burials of
the Platform Group. Clockwise from
left to right are a slate ware tripod
dish (Chemax) with a storm god (Tla-
loc) image, a black ware (unidentified)
cylinder tripod with nubbin supports
and incised decoration in the form of
triangular elements with zones of punc-
tate and skull-like or medallion appli-
ques, a thin gray ware cylinder vase
with an outflairing rim, and a black-
on-orange single-hole box-like candel-
ero. Scale 5 13 cm.

Figure 18. Two bifacially worked obsidian dart points showing probable
non-Guatemalan obsidian and workmanship similar to bifaces known for
Teotihuacan. Scale 5 10 cm.
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as objects for personal ritual as part of a merchant’s traveling gear.
Bishop Landa, for example, spoke of the nightly rituals of travel-
ing merchants that involved the burning of small amounts of in-
cense offered to Ek Chuah, the Postclassic God of merchants and
travelers (Tozzer 1941:107). Karl Taube (1992:80) has argued con-

vincingly that during the Classic period, God L was regarded as a
form of the merchant god in western Yucatan, often appearing
with merchant bundles and accompanied by the exotic quetzal or
other long-feathered birds. God L figures appear on two similar
ceramic bottles believed to be from Honduras and Guatemala (An-

Figure 19. Black-on-orange, single-hole,
box-like vessel that was covered with
stucco believed to be a Mayanized ren-
dering of a single-chamber Teotihua-
can candelero. Scale 5 10 cm.

Figure 20. Five“poison” (veneneras) bot-
tles recovered from early burials within
the substructure of the Platform Group.
The black pen is 15 cm.
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ton 1970:Plate 48, Figure 56).Also, the absence of status, or vaulted,
architecture at this large platform with its substantial substructure
near the center of the site is certainly unusual. Together with the
evidence of cranial deformation, tooth mutilation, and physically
rigorous activity (including head trauma), one gets the impression
of an economic group of long-distance traders at Chac. This group
may have had little actual political power and was engaged in
hazardous duty, perhaps on behest of powerful overlords locally
and abroad.

In 2000, excavations uncovered three additional human burials
(14, 15, and 16) within the room interiors of a three-room foun-
dation brace building (Structure 5) located on the extreme south
side of the Platform Group. Judging from the building’s stone-
work and ceramics recovered, Burials 14 and 15 appear to date to
the Late Classic period and were interred in flexed but not seated
positions as part of burial bundles—strands of cotton fiber were
found in Burial 14. Bone fragments from Burial 16 were radiocar-
bon dated to the sixteenth century, and if this date is correct, it
suggests limited activity at the site during the Contact period.
However, a nearly complete black-ware (unidentified) cylinder
tripod with nubbin supports was recovered showing typical
Teotihuacan-style decoration such as a lower zone of decoration
with alternating incised triple-lined triangular frameworks and punc-
tate design (feathered frames) in addition to small skull-like in-
verted appliques (stylized medallions) set on the frame corners
(Figure 21). This decorative imagery shows strong parallels to
mural paintings at Teotihuacan, especially from the Ateteleco com-
pound, but also resembles the Frieze of the Dream Lords at Tonina
(Martin and Grube 2000:185). Also, a partial fine-orange tripod
plate with hollow rattle supports and mica temper or inclusions
has been identified as Type 30 from Matacapan (Christopher Pool,
personal communication 2001), a Fine Buff ware dated to the
Middle Classic period. The center interior of this vessel is also
decorated with an incised skull design and sun motif similar to
grater (molcajete) vessels from central Mexico (Figure 22). The
form of the tripod plate is characteristic of the southern Gulf Coast
and not the Maya lowlands (George Bey, personal communication

2002). In fact, both of these vessels appear to be foreign imports
and must have been heirlooms because they were not directly
associated with any burial and were recovered from within two
separate rooms. These heirloom vessels must have been curated
long before they were intentionally broken and deposited within
this Late Classic building.

The Sacta Group

Excavations also took place at another substantial platform with
two visible surface structures, a foundation brace and a bare plat-
form, located atop a high hill west of the Great Pyramid. Dubbed
the Sacta Group, a typical Late Classic Maya two-room founda-
tion brace (Structure 1) located near the east edge of the basal was
tested in 2000 (Figure 23). Extensive excavations in 2001 below
the late-phase architecture in the Sacta Group revealed a sizable
substructure extending over most of the platform surface (Fig-
ure 24). As with the Platform Group substructure, it appears that
the buildings of the late phase of occupation were constructed on
top of the early structure once it had been filled and leveled. Ev-
idence from beneath the west room of Structure 1 indicates that
one individual and one animal (Sacta Burials 6 and 7) were buried
in the early structure at the time of leveling. Then the burials and
the early structure were covered with stones and sealed with a
thick layer of unsmoothed stucco. Probably because of its location
at the top of a hill, the Sacta substructure remains more intact than
the Platform Group substructure, despite the leveling process.

The Sacta substructure was constructed from large, rough-cut
boulder stones of which some appear to have been roughly faced.
Two features deviate and use a different style of stonework. A
small step or platform edge on the south side was constructed of
an alignment of smaller, well-faced stones underlying the large,
rough-cut walls. Therefore, it seems to be associated with the
early structure rather than any late occupation. The inclusion of

Figure 21. Brown-black ware (unidentified) cylinder tripod with nubbin
supports and incised decoration in the form of triangular elements with
zones of punctate and skull-like or medallion appliques. Scale 5 10 cm.

Figure 22. A portion of an orange tripod dish with mica inclusions
identified as Fine Buff ware from Matacapan showing an incised skull-like
decoration on the bottom (molcajete form). Scale 5 10 cm.
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spalls (cuñas) does, however, differentiate the smaller faced stones
from the later faced walls, leading to the conclusion that this fea-
ture is a step or platform edge that split the interior patio area into
two levels. A second stone alignment to the northwest is similarly
constructed and consists of a small line of faced stones that par-
allel and underlie the large rough substructure wall. This appears
to be a remnant of some kind of drainage system because it fol-
lows the slope of the bedrock and leads in the general direction of
two stucco basins and achultunfarther to the southeast (see later).

Several areas of preserved floor were associated with the sub-
structure. The most intact area was located underneath the east
room of Structure 1—a thick, unbroken stucco floor very similar
to that found in association with the Platform Group substructure.
Two unusual subfloor features were found under the substructure
floor and walls. The features consisted of two pits in the bedrock
plastered with stucco to form subfloor basins. One of them (Stucco

Basin #2) was rather small and contained little besides rocks and
debris. The other (Stucco Basin #1) was a very large feature, both
in diameter (approximately 2 m) and in depth (about 1 m). This
larger basin contained three circular stone cists and the remains of
five subadult burials (Sacta Burials 1–5; Tiesler 2000, 2001). Three,
or perhaps four, of the burials were sandwiched between partially
complete Early–Middle Classic vessels. One such vessel was a
Chimbote Cream polychrome bowl from Campeche. On this bowl,
one stylized Maya glyph was repeated multiple times around the
rim, and two bands were painted in red specular hematite above a
brilliant sunburst decoration on the interior and exterior basal
surfaces.

Burial 5 was recovered from a tripod dish covered by a large
Chemax water jar fragment. On the bottom of the tripod dish a
decoration was painted in resist representing a stylized speech
scroll (Figure 25). A similar tripod vessel, from the 2000 season,

Figure 23. Reconstructed schematic plan of the Sacta Group showing the Early–Middle Classic substructure. Structure 1 to the
northeast (above the circular depression) and a bare platform to the west (with hatched line border) were superstructures dating to
the Late Classic period. Eleven Early–Middle Classic burials were found within the substructure, recovered from different substruc-
ture contexts. North is at the top; scale 5 1:300.
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contained another child burial (Burial 4) with a stylized Tlaloc
face and a bird of prey headdress. These mortuary patterns strongly
suggest a ceremonial offering that involves ritual sacrifices per-
haps dedicated to the rain gods. The question is, which rain gods?
Interestingly, at Teotihuacan young children were often sacrificed

to Tlalocs, the Mexican rain gods, and infants who died at birth
were placed on large fragments of pottery or intentionally broken
plates (Cabrera Castro 1999a, 1999b:529; Sanchez Alaniz and Gon-
zalez Miranda 1999:402–403; Serrano and Lagunas 1974). The
similarities to the Sacta burials are striking. These contextual data

Figure 24. Plan map of the Sacta Group showing the layout of the early substructure, the stucco-lined depressions beneath the Late
Classic Structure 1, and locations of stucco floor segments, burials, and cached offerings after excavation. The apartment-compound–
style substructure shows three room blocks, multiple interior rooms, an altar, corridors, interior patios, a possible subfloor drain
conduit, and the remains of an outer wall segment that may have encircled the platform.
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indicate that the child remains and associated ceramics may have
been dedicatory sacrifices.

Burial 3, a well-preserved sub-adult interred in a flexed posi-
tion lying on its right side, was thought to be intrusive postdating
the substructure since it was superimposed above the other buri-
als. Radiocarbon dating of the actual bone fragments place this
burial in the late Terminal Classic to early Postclassic periods
(a.d. 11306 40 anda.d. 12506 40), considering the wide stan-
dard deviations. The late radiocarbon dating of bone samples from
the Sacta Group Burial 3 (and Platform Group Burial 16) may be
inaccurate, since numerous burned roots penetrated near the burial
and the large striated jar covering Burial 3 appears to be an early-
style unslipped ware and vessel form. The burial was also found
underneath an intact early stucco floor from the early phase of
occupation. Direct radiocarbon dating of bone can be problematic,
especially in contexts with noticeable root activity (Beta Analytic,
personal communication 2000).

The walls of the substructure clearly overlie both basins. The
floor of the substructure over the basins was also notable because
of how thick and intact it was, possibly indicating that the basins
were sealed with some care. The basins may have been created
and utilized prior to the construction of the building or just before
the one room was constructed.

Excavations in 2002 explored the west half of the Sacta Group,
including a Late Classic-style platform with visible facing stones
found to overlie a substructure at a higher surface level than the
other substructure remains. These data show that this sector was
one of three connected room blocks or apartment clusters adjacent

to three interior patio spaces. The entire complex appears to have
been surrounded by a high stone wall about 1 m thick, based on
the finding of footing stones on the south platform edge and nu-
merous boulder stones almost certainly from a fallen wall now
lying off-platform around the perimeter of the Sacta Group. There
were also possible entryways or wall openings aligned with stair-
cases on the north and east sides and another opening leading to a
largechultunon the west. On the northwest edge of the platform,
a circular stone alignment was cleared of boulders and tested. At
50 cm below the surface, a 1 mthick boulder wall with abobe-like
mortar was encountered running north–south and connected to the
nearby substructure below the Late Classic platform. About 20 cm
farther down, two perpendicular boulder walls running east ap-
peared and defined two adjacent rooms areas. At 1.5 m below
surface, a red-brown stucco floor was found in the north room
area and continued east toward the platform edge; the south room
floor was destroyed by considerable root action. These rooms were
clearly integrated with the nearby substructure to form an L-shaped
building and adjacent patio area on the platform’s northwest side.

Abundant Early Classic pottery, including a cached thin orange-
ware bowl placed over a red-ware bowl (Cache 1), came from a
small stone cist built into the wall of the substructure room block
near the south-center of the platform. This particular vessel, pro-
visionally identified as Kinich Naranja, a poorly known orange
ware found in early contexts at Edzna and Becan, shows surface
finishing characteristic of San Martin Orange ware from Teotihua-
can (Figure 26). This includes spot burnishing over striated sur-
faces by scraping with a serrated tool and a pocked surface near
the base (Rattray 2001:265). Burial 9 was found east of Cache 1
beneath the floor of the central room block below an inverted
ring-stand bowl set inside a striated water jar that was stuccoed in
place. Fragments of an unidentified bichrome red-on-natural dish
and a substantial number of thin orange-ware sherds were also
recovered. These ceramics are highly unusual and show little re-
semblance to the standard pottery known for the Puuc region
(George Bey, personal communication 2002). Bifacial points for
atlatl darts (N5 7), a weapon emblematic of Teotihuacan, were
also recovered, and part of a pyrite encrusted slate disk with two
perforations was associated with one of two seated burials (Buri-
als 10 and 11) found near three circular stone-lined cists with slab
lids in the room areas of the northwest substructure. These cists
once contained burials because fragments of human long bone,
tripod dishes, and one burial bottle were recovered, but rodent
activity and perhaps pre-Hispanic looting disturbed the original
contexts.

The Sacta substructure possesses very unusual spatial charac-
teristics. These features are more typical of contemporaneous cen-
tral Mexican domestic structures than of those from the Maya
area. Horizontal excavation revealed a substructure of extraordi-
nary size and unusual configuration. What initially appeared to be
stone alignments for platform retaining walls turned out to be
multicourse stone walls with a single east entryway delimiting an
estimated 600 m2 of interior residential space. Excavation shows
that this interior space was organized as multiple rooms or room
blocks with the remains of stucco floors with interior patios, cor-
ridors, a rectangular altar, and a sub-floor drain conduit. The sub-
structure clearly covers nearly the entire surface area of the Sacta
Platform oriented between 15 and 20 degrees east of north. The
sheer size and non-Maya residential characteristics in addition to
abundant early-style pottery, including a substantial number of
thin orange-ware sherds and numerous dart points foratlatls,

Figure 25. Tripod dish (Chemax) showing a stylized speech scroll in neg-
ative resist. This lower of two intentionally broken Early Classic vessels
held the remains a child or infant (Burial 5) placed on the floor along the
east wall of Stucco Basin 2.
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strongly indicate a Teotihuacan-like residential structure dating to
the Middle Classic period (Linné 1934; Manzanilla 1993; Millon
1973).

Two charcoal samples from the Sacta Group apartment com-
pound substructure were submitted for radiocarbon dating. Only
one sample produced a viable date. The other sample was dated
to historic times and came from a flexed child burial (Sacta
Burial 8). This burial was found within a large Chemax triple-
handle water jar and large rim sherd from a Chemax urn placed
upside down underneath a substructure wall. The charcoal sample
came from between the vessels and must be intrusive. This other
C-14 sample was dated toa.d. 6606 40 (uncalibrated) and came
from within the stucco covering Sacta Burial 6. This important
terminal date for the substructure corresponds to the Early–
Middle Classic pottery and complete vessels. The Sacta Group
apartment compound must have been constructed and occupied
by a.d. 550, if not earlier.

In summary, the current data suggest the following construc-
tion sequence for this important and unusual residential structure
for the Maya area. In the Middle Classic (approximatelya.d. 550),
stucco basins are constructed and then utilized in a ritual manner.
They could have been built before or at the same time as the larger
structure. The interment of four, or perhaps five, child burials is
probably a dedicatory offering for the construction of the building
or perhaps just the overlying room, since the sub-floor drain con-
duits seem to be associated. Dedicatory sacrifices and the burial of
children between ceramic vessels were both central Mexican rit-
ual behaviors at the time. The stucco basins are filled in and sealed,
and walls are built directly above them. The substructure floor
over the basins was particularly thick and intact, which may indi-
cate that special care was taken in laying down the floors to seal
the basins. Immediately after, the substructure was either con-
structed or expanded by using large, rough stones walls at least
three courses high, with some form of perishable superstructure.

The large interior space of this building is divided into multiple
rooms, articulating onto patio areas.

In the Late Classic, the substructure was leveled and ritually
terminated. As part of this event, an adult female accompanied by
an animal, such as a dog (Burial 8), is buried in a stone cist, and
the cist is sealed with a thick stucco mixture. Several chunks of
charcoal were mixed in with the stucco; a charcoal sample has
given an uncalibrated C-14 date ofa.d. 660 date for this terminal
event. Subsequently, most walls were knocked down, including
the surrounding wall, especially in what would become the plaza
areas south of the typical Maya foundation brace and bare plat-
form. This is why the early room remains are more fragmentary in
these areas. A large Chumayel slateware jar was clearly intrusive
in the east substructure at this time. The large boulder stone walls
from the substructure were then used as the retaining walls for
building platforms across the surface of this impressive hilltop
group.

The recovery of 24 human burials beneath of the floors of two
large multi-unit residential substructures resembling Teotihuacan-
style apartment compounds show mortuary patterns and burial
furniture strongly suggestive of central Mexican traditions. Al-
though the early burial patterns for the Puuc region are poorly
known, the available data from Oxkintok and Xkipche suggest
that extended body position was the preferred manner of inter-
ment (López Vázquez and Fernández Marquínez 1987:42–43; Re-
indel 1997:203, 237; Rivera D. and Ferrándiz Martín 1989:69–70).
The largest pre-Hispanic burial population for northern Yucatan
comes from the northern coastal site of Xcambo, where more than
500 burials where recovered between 1996 and 2000 (Sierra Sosa
and Martínez Lizarraga 2001). Xcambo had a significant popula-
tion in the Early Classic period, and the most common methods of
burial interment at that time were flexed in a fetal position lying
on the right site, partially extended lying on the back with the legs
flexed, and fully extended (Sierra Sosa and Martínez Lizarraga

Figure 26. Cached orange-ware bowl
placed over an early-style red-ware bowl
in a cist feature near Burial 9 of the
central room block of the Sacta sub-
structure. The orange-ware bowl, pro-
visionally identified as Kinich Naranja,
shows spot burnishing over a scraped
striated surface and pocked surfaces
near the base.
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2001:8). Burial patterns at Dzibilchaltun seem also to favor ex-
tended burials, especially during the Early Phase II (Andrews IV
and Andrews V 1980:319, Table 8). At Chac, in contrast, there are
no extended burials, most are seated, and some are flexed in a
tight fetal position on the left side more than the right placed
within apsidal or circular stone-lined cists. Perhaps not coinciden-
tally, seated and flexed burials within circular pits (fosas) are the
most common form of skeletal position at Teotihuacan, while ex-
tended burials are rare (Cabrera Castro 1999b:506–507).

The presence of high quantities of obsidian (N5 92, 52% of
site total), most of which are prismatic blades of gray obsidian, are
visually sourced to El Chayal, Guatemala (following Braswell
et al. 2000). The significance of this is debatable. Green Pachuca
obsidian is often interpreted as an indicator of Teotihuacan influ-
ence, and a lack of it might be taken to mean that the residents of
Chac did not have a strong relationship with central Mexico. How-
ever, if the El Chayal obsidian source was under the control of the
site of Kaminaljuyu during the Early–Middle Classic period, then
it is quite possible that a reliance on El Chayal obsidian is a com-
ponent of the Teotihuacan influence at Chac. Twenty-one obsidian
samples were tested by elemental neutron activation in 1996; 20
were from El Chayal, and 1 was from the San Martin Jilotepeque
source (Smyth 1998:Table 2). A chemical analysis of all remain-
ing obsidians from Chac is currently planned. However, seven
gray samples based on color, opacity, and texture do not appear to
be Guatemalan obsidians and are likely highland Mexican im-
ports. In addition, the base of a bifacially worked obsidian point
(atlatl ) or short laurel-leaf knife recovered from early contexts of
the Sacta substructure shows workmanship typical of Teotihuacan
and visually appears to be a highland Mexican source, possibly
Otumba gray obsidian (Figure 18; Michael Spence, personal com-
munication 2003). Also, theatlatl dart point of probable Mexican
obsidian mentioned earlier and seven green Pachuca obsidian blade
fragments came from elite contexts in the Pyramid Plaza. Pachuca
obsidian is from construction fill, and it is unclear whether those
fragments are early or late. Numerous other projectile points from
atlatl darts (N5 31), virtually all from the Platform and Sacta
Groups, are mostly manufactured from local chert but also sup-
port the presence of resident foreigners who were familiar with
central Mexican military weaponry. The combined data from both
monumental and domestic contexts suggest an intense relation-
ship with Teotihuacan and/or with one of its surrogates that prob-
ably went well beyond mere long-distance trade and influence.

The possibility of residential architecture organized as an eth-
nic enclave at Chac is supported by the archaeological data pre-
sented here. This interpretation requires a discussion of what
precisely is meant by the termethnic enclaveand the range of
archaeological correlates that can be expected to be associated.

THEORY OF ETHNIC ENCLAVES AND
ARCHAEOLOGICAL CORRELATES

While it is recognized in archaeology that there is a complex
relation between a material style and ethnic identity, particularly
in regard to ceramics, much research has shown that material style
can express social and ethnic identify (DeBoer 1990; Dietler and
Herbich 1998; Holland et al. 1998; Schortman 1989; Shennan
1989; Upham 1990; Wiessner 1983). The approach here, however,
does not rely on ceramic and material style alone to indicate eth-
nic identify. Rather, it employs the material assemblage from strat-
igraphic and architectural contexts emphasizing spatial organization

as a frame of reference to argue comprehensively for an ethnic
enclave.

Barth (1969:9) defines ethnic groups as “categories of ascrip-
tion and identification by the actors themselves.” Ethnic groups
are almost always in contact with other ethnic groups, particularly
in frontier situations. Boundaries between different ethnic groups
are criteria for determining and signaling membership to a partic-
ular group (Barth 1969:16). Typical boundaries can include lan-
guage, dress, geographical location, or even economic roles (Siverts
1969:104). Group boundaries are dynamic, and their persistence
is not automatic. The persistence of ethnic groups in contact situ-
ations requires an interaction between groups that is structured to
allow for the continuance of differences (Barth 1969:16). Other-
wise, there will be tremendous pressure for one group to assimi-
late. The relative size of the ethnic groups in situations of contact
is also important. Usually, a larger group will absorb a smaller
one. Unequal power relations also affect the survival of group
identity. The sex ratio of an ethnic group is a factor in determining
the degree of interaction and assimilation. A group of resident
foreign males must intermarry with another ethnic group, thus
increasing the likelihood that the wives’ cultural traits will be
incorporated into their group (Cohen and Middleton 1970:13–21).
Even the maintenance of a group boundary over time does not
necessarily mean that the character of the boundary has remained
the same: boundaries need not be expressed by the same idioms
over the centuries (Siverts 1969:105).

Ethnic enclaves have been a frequently studied phenomenon
in Mesoamerican archaeology, particularly in relation to Teoti-
huacan. An enclave is composed of an ethnic group living in a
foreign land, typically in an urban setting. Often it has a special-
ized function, such as a garrison, embassy, or trade center (Spence
1996:334). Maintaining ethnicity in enclaves is usually more dif-
ficult than in a “simple” frontier situation; the residents are far
from home and under extreme pressure to assimilate. Within
ethnic enclaves, ethnicity can be difficult to detect archaeologi-
cally. Michael Spence (1996:335–336) has suggested several cri-
teria that may be present:

• Distinctive traits should be pervasive in the structure or area. This would
indicate the wide participation of most of the residents in a different
cultural tradition.

• Mortuary patterns will often differ significantly from local traditions.
Of course, care must be exercised when interpreting burial information.
Departures from the norm may signal other information (such as social
class) rather than a different ethnicity. Likewise, different burial prac-
tices may not be used explicitly to signal ethnicity; they may instead
serve an internal purpose to an enclave (such as reinforcement of
hierarchy).

• The inhabitants of an enclave may be physically distinct. Differences
may exist due to both biology and culture. Cranial and dental modifica-
tion may be useful in this regard but, again, with the caveat that differ-
ences could very well come from status differences rather than ethnicity.
Biology can also be complex. The residents of enclaves may be ex-
pected to differ somewhat from the homeland population due to the
founder effect and subsequent genetic isolation. Intermarriage between
the host population and the enclave population will also further contrib-
ute to ethnic differentiation from the homeland population.

• Foreign artifacts should be present. These may be either actual imports
or locally made copies done in a foreign style (Santley et al. 1987). It is
difficult to separate the use of artifacts for promoting ethnicity from
artifacts used to enhance local status (the elite-emulation hypothesis;
Demarest and Foias 1993); foreign utilitarian objects are often better
indicators.
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• Architecture may be distinct. Spence (1996) notes that this is the most
nebulous criterion due to widespread similarities in domestic architec-
ture across most of Mesoamerica. He notes, for example, that Teotihuacan-
style residences may have been acceptable to foreign groups living in
the city. Whether native groups lived in foreign-style residences is more
doubtful and debatable.

Approaching ethnic boundaries as dynamic entities that change
diachronically requires examining why enclaves persist, why they
dissolve, and why they become acculturated by the host culture.
Therefore, ethnic dynamics must be considered over a long period
of time. What may start out as an enclave may not persist as such;
that is, the residents may become acculturated and assimilated
into the host culture after a few generations.

EXAMPLES FROM MESOAMERICA

Matacapan

Located within the Tuxtla Mountains of southern Veracruz, Mex-
ico, the site of Matacapan has provided extensive archaeological
materials that suggest strong ties to Teotihuacan. Santley and col-
leagues (1987:45) describe the Teotihuacan presence at the site as
“a complex of ritual-ceremonial, culinary, and various special-
function artifacts that consistently occur together both in refuse
middens adjacent to domestic structures and in contexts near pub-
lic buildings.” The majority of the central Mexican–style materi-
als can be stylistically related to artifacts present at Teotihuacan
during the Tlamimilolpa, Xolalpan, and Metepec phases (a.d. 400–
700). Almost all of the Teotihuacan-related material at Matacapan
consists of locally made copies and imitations of Teotihuacan types
rather than imports from the Basin of Mexico. The assemblage
consists of cylindrical tripod bowls, single- or double-chambered
subrectangularcandeleros, marionette figurines, princess figu-
rines,braseros, incensarios, adornos, effigy vessels, rectangular
seal stamps,metateswith talud-tablero tripod supports, Tlaloc
figurines,floreros, and a few sherds of Thin Orange pottery. Ma-
tacapan also possesses Teotihuacan-style architecture (Ortiz 1990).
Mound 2 was built in a typical Teotihuacan style, with two tiers of
talud-tableroconstruction, a frontal stairway with balustrades, and
a red painted clay exterior. Mound 1 likely had a similartalud-
tablero style and was associated with deposits of Teotihuacan-
style artifacts at its base. Matacapan is also noted for the presence
of Teotihuacan-style residential architecture. Mound 61 is a com-
plex of domestic structures organized into room groups around
patios and separated from one another by corridors. The wall ori-
entations on Mound 61 were also within one degree of the stan-
dard Teotihuacan orientation (Figure 27). The burials in Mound 61
were located beneath the house floors, with the bodies in the flexed
position. Perinatals were buried in vessels, and grave goods asso-
ciated with adults were mainly cylindrical tripod vessels and im-
itation copaware (Santley et al. 1987:46). These burial patterns
are very similar to mortuary customs at Teotihuacan. The full
complex of Teotihuacan-style artifacts appears mainly in a spa-
tially restricted area known as the Teotihuacan Barrio, although
Teotihuacan-style artifacts are found in every excavation with a
Middle Classic occupation and extend well into the countryside
(Santley and Arnold 1996). The broad participation in a foreign
tradition, mortuary patterns, pervasive foreign-style artifacts, and
Teotihuacan-style architecture (monumental and domestic) all fit
the criteria for an enclave.

Santley and colleagues (1987) suggest that there was a Teoti-
huacan enclave that persisted at Matacapan during the Middle
Classic period. They argue that two levels of ritual behavior ap-
pear to have been present. First,talud-tablero architecture and
incensariosare present in public contexts, perhaps indicating a
supra-household ritual complex. Second,candeleros, figurines,
cylindrical tripod vases, and seal stamps generally occurred in
private contexts with domestic refuse suggesting a family or house-
hold ritual complex. Central Mexican burial style of household
members is also a component of this behavior. Santley and col-
leagues (1987:46) argue that the ritual complexes visible in the
architectural record reflect a multilevel ritual ideology crucial to
maintaining the ethnic identity of the enclave. In addition to a
household-level ritual complex, the variety of Teotihuacan-style
artifacts indicates that food was being prepared and consumed in
a central Mexican manner. It was therefore important for the en-
clave to perpetuate non-local traditions internally, as well. Spence
(1996:344) notes that enclave residents were concerned with the
enculturation of the young. Inherent in this argument is that the
enclave had a male-to-female ratio of residents that was amenable
to endogamy. Otherwise, local spouses would be likely to bring
their own traditions into the enclave. These factors were integral
to the maintenance of the population as a distinct ethnic group.

Kaminaljuyu

The Guatemalan site of Kaminaljuyu also provides evidence of
Teotihuacan influence during the Esperanza phase (a.d. 500). While
excavations at the site have been somewhat curtailed in recent
years because of the expansion of Guatemala City, earlier work at
Kaminaljuyu showed that Teotihuacan-style structures were built
in several localities of the site. Many central Mexican–style arti-
facts have also been discovered with large concentrations in burials.

Several structures at Kaminaljuyu incorporatetalud-tableroar-
chitecture: the later phases of Mounds A and B (A-7, A-8, B-4,
and B-5); Structures A, E, J, G, F, and K at C-II-4; and Structure
E3 at the Palangana. Other structures that are probably executed
in the talud-tablerostyle include Structures D, P, and D2 at the
Monument Plaza; Roosevelt Mound (F-VI-3, excavated by Mo-
rales and Tercero); and the small mound south of the Palangana
(excavated by Espinoza; Cheek 1977:133). It is important to note
that the ratio betweentalud and tablero is different at Kaminal-
juyu from that at Teotihuacan. At Teotihuacan, thetablero is at
least three times as large as thetalud, while at Kaminaljuyu the
ratio is roughly one to one. The latter is also found at Matacapan
(Robert Santley, personal communication 2003), and there is con-
siderable variability in thetalud-to-tablero ratio at Teotihuacan
(Cowgill 2003:321–322). A further architectural similarity be-
tween the two sites is the inclusion of balustrades on the staircases
of Middle Classic structures at Kaminaljuyu (Cheek 1977:133).

Many of the construction techniques used at Kaminaljuyu are
similar to those used at Teotihuacan. The most noted similarity is
the use of concrete to surface structures. Calledpiedrineat Kam-
inaljuyu, it is a mixture of clay, lime, and small angular stones.
The structural fill of monumental buildings at both Kaminaljuyu
and Teotihuacan consists of a distinctive type of volcanic material
calledtalpetateat Kaminaljuyu andtepetateat Teotihuacan. How-
ever, many of the construction techniques were different. Struc-
tures at Kaminaljuyu do not use the same “honeycomb matrix”
pattern found in the Temple of Quetzalcoatl, nor do they use ver-
tical tree trunks to redistribute weight and transmit stress directly
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into the ground (tableroswere inherently unstable). The lack of
these features may, however, be due to the fact that the structures
at Kaminaljuyu were smaller and did not require such techniques.
It is equally possible that the builders were familiar with the form
of talud-tableroarchitecture but not with the specific construction

techniques. This scenario would imply thattalud-tablerostruc-
tures at Kaminaljuyu were built by local architects and not by
central Mexicans (Cheek 1977:132).

There are two possible Teotihuacan-style residential com-
pounds at Kaminaljuyu, called “Multi-Chambered Rectangular

Figure 27. Detailed plan of Operation IV from Mound 61 at Matacapan (after Santley et al. 1985).
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Structures” by Cheek (1977:137). The first was uncovered be-
neath a Late Classic ballcourt (F-V-1) north of Mounds A and B.
Enough of the structure remained to indicate that it was a secular
building used for housing, administration, or storage. Edwin Shook
and A. Ledyard Smith (1942:265) described it as a “multi-
chambered affair without supporting platform. In its piedrine floor
were postholes and on it were butts of several free standing walls
of mold made adobes faced with pumice blocks and piedrine.”
This structure may have been similar to a Teotihuacan apartment
compound but smaller in scale (Cheek 1977:137; Kidder et al.
1946:249). The second possible structure is located in the C-II-4
complex. It was constructed and surfaced with mud, and it con-
tained built-in furniture. Interior walls were constructed of adobe
bricks. Obviously, the evidence for Teotihuacan-style residential
structures at Kaminaljuyu is very fragmentary and not well
documented.

The burials from Kaminaljuyu are primarily from elite con-
texts (within public structures). The mortuary pattern for the Es-
peranza period, as seen in Mounds A and B (except for A-I and
A-II) and in Tombs VI and III at the Palangana, is to place the
body seated upright in “tailor fashion” facing south (Kidder et al.
1946:88). All of the bodies faced south, even when the major axes
of the buildings did not. This is a continuation of an earlier local
burial practice; however, the style of positioning the bodies is not
continued from the Terminal Formative period. At that time, buri-
als at Kaminaljuyu were placed extended on their backs, with
their heads to the north and their hands either at the sides or
together at the groin (Cheek 1977:143). The typical form of burial
architecture was a pit-like shaft. Sacrificed attendants were often
placed within the burial, as well.

Oxygen-isotope analysis of a sample of skeletons from Kami-
naljuyu indicates that a significant number of the Middle Classic-
period burials were foreigners. The study shows that, with one
exception, there are no direct ties to Teotihuacan based on com-
parison to a sample from Tlajinga 33 (White et al. 2000). How-
ever, this does not necessarily rule out the possibility that the
Teotihuacan state did not politically control the site. Christine
White and colleagues have suggested that perhaps the other for-
eign group present at Kaminaljuyu was from the Peten. It should
be noted that the Early Classic Peten (centered on Tikal) is begin-
ning to look increasingly like a power base for Teotihuacan and, in
fact, may have been a base for interactions with Copan (Fash and
Fash 2000; Stuart 2000). Therefore, it is still possible that foreign-
ers at Kaminaljuyu were Teotihuacan-affiliated elites from Tikal.

Mortuary offerings from the aforementioned tombs included
cylindrical tripod vessels, “cream pitchers,” obsidian blades, jade,
and shells. Ring-stand bowls were extremely common, as were
pyrite plaques. Amanoand ametatewere included in all tombs
except for A-III and B-VI. Also, a crude pottery bowl with some
kind of burned material within it was often found in the burial
(Cheek 1977:144). Many of the artifacts found in the tombs were
almost certainly imported from Teotihuacan or made locally in a
Teotihuacan style. The orientation, positioning, burial architec-
ture, and artifact styles are all quite different from lowland Maya
practices (Kidder et al. 1946:255–256).

Tikal

The earliest appearance of Teotihuacan-style artifacts and archi-
tecture occurs at the beginning of the Early Classic period in the
Mundo Perdido complex of the site. Specifically, there are sev-

eral talud-tablero buildings, a “ballcourt” marker (dubbed the
“Marcador”) identical to one found at La Ventilla in Teotihuacan
(but with a Maya hieroglyphic inscription), and several burials
associated with Teotihuacan-style ceramic vessels (Fash and Fash
2000:440; Laporte and Fialko 1995). Further, the Manik 2 phase
(a.d. 300–400) elite group 6C-XVI (from which the Marcador
came) was constructed with many of the spatial conventions of
Teotihuacan-style apartment compounds. These conventions in-
clude multiple rooms grouped around small plazas,talud-tablero
facades, a smalltalud-tableroaltar, porticos, and narrow passage-
ways (Laporte and Fialko 1995:65; Spence 1996:346–347). How-
ever, Spence (1996:348) notes that the domestic materials, some
of the murals, and some of the ritual behavior seem to be mainly
Maya in character. While the group seems to have been con-
structed by those familiar with Teotihuacan symbols and conven-
tions, it is difficult to ascertain from the archaeology alone what
the ethnicity of the resident group was. The North Acropolis also
shows evidence of a relationship with Teotihuacan. Highland ce-
ramic forms similar to those from Kaminaljuyu are abundant.
Elite tombs were found that included foreign ceramics—some a
mix of highland and Maya styles; some in a pure Teotihuacan
style. Many of these ceramics were of local manufacture, but
some were also probably imported from central Mexico (Stuart
2000:468).

Tikal is also extraordinary in the wealth of information that can
be gleaned from its epigraphic record. The famous event of
8.17.1.4.12 11 Eb 15 Mac (a.d. 31 January 378) has been studied
exhaustively for decades because of its importance in helping to
elucidate the relationship between Tikal and Teotihuacan. Recent
work by David Stuart (2000) and Simon Martin and Nikolai Grube
(2000) has reinterpreted the event as anentradaby Teotihuacanos
who subsequently usurped the dynastic line of Tikal before estab-
lishing a power base among numerous other sites of the Peten heart-
land (Uaxactun, Bejucal, and Rio Azul; Harrison 1999). The new
ruler of Tikal, Nun Yax Ayin, was in fact the son of Spear-thrower
Owl, who may have been the ruler of Teotihuacan. Numerous stelae
depict Siyah K’ak’ (probably a central Mexican general) and Nun
Yax Ain wearing full Teotihuacan-style regalia. An important ce-
ramic vase from 6C-XVI seems to actually depict the journey of
these prestigious Teotihuacanos from their city to Tikal (Martin and
Grube 2000:29). Interestingly, they seem to be leaving their fami-
lies behind. This may be the reason that they married local Maya
women. If so, it could be that the Teotihuacano group became in-
creasingly acculturated as time passed. This would explain the lack
of extensive central Mexican domestic artifacts in 6C-XVI, for ex-
ample (Schele and Freidel 1990:161; Spence 1996:348). The ar-
chaeological and epigraphic evidence from Tikal seem to support
the idea that a group of male Teotihuacanos arrived ina.d. 378, es-
tablished themselves as the rulers of the area, took Mayan wives,
and became increasingly acculturated over time.

DISCUSSION

While much remains to be done to elucidate the nature of a Teo-
tihuacan presence in the Puuc region, the data on architecture,
building orientations, ceramics, and burials at Chac are suffi-
ciently compelling to propose scenarios regarding foreign con-
tacts. We argue that Chac was occupied by a group of influential
Teotihuacanos during the Middle Classic period—a period of ex-
pansion and extended ties reaching selected centers across the
Maya Lowlands. The interactions are not likely to have been only
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one way, considering the presence of significant quantities of north-
ern Maya pottery at Teotihuacan’s Merchants’ Barrio (Rattray
1987:267). Regarding the residents of the Platform and Sacta
Groups, a number of observations can be put forward:

1. Foreigners used predominantly local ceramics, especially when it came
to utilitarian wares. As cooking and domestic chores were probably
done by women, and because of the great distances, male foreigners are
likely to have married local women. Few foreign-style ceramics are
present and are mostly restricted to mortuary contexts, perhaps indicat-
ing the importance of central Mexican ethnic identity of the deceased.
It must be remembered, also, that the ceramic assemblage is an average
over the entire occupation of the residential structure. Acculturation
and subsequent use of local styles and materials increased with dis-
tance from the source and should overshadow the presence of any
foreign wares used earlier. Even at Matacapan, whose close proximity
and intense relationship with Teotihuacan exceeds that of any other
known site outside central Mexico, there are few imported ceramics
from the highland metropolis. Virtually all Teotihuacan-style pottery
was locally made (Arnold et al. 1993).

2. The early mortuary patterns appear to be non-Maya. Individual burials
in seated positions in circular-oval, stone-lined crypts within the floors
of modular style, multiple-room apartments that are not high-status
dwellings are unknown for the Puuc region and northern Yucatan (for
examples of patio quads from Yaxuna, see Ardren 1997). The multiple
infant-perinatal burials in the Sacta Group are also foreign in style and
similar to those found at Matacapan and Teotihuacan.

3. Domestic architecture is central Mexican in style. This implies that
resident foreigners had control over local Mayan labor and instructed
the laborers to build according to their spatial conventions. This further
suggests that the resident foreigners were closely aligned with local
Mayan factions and political elites.

4. There is no extensive low-level ritual complex.This refers toTeotihuacan-
style figurines or large numbers ofcandeleros(as found at Matacapan).
The lack of a non-local ritual complex supports a long-distance accul-
turation model. Foreign household religious practices important to main-
taining ethnicity do not appear to have been practiced, nor did they have
long-term cultural impact. Local women who married into the foreign
group may have been primarily responsible for enculturating (caring for
and educating) the young because they lacked the knowledge or incen-
tive to teach and maintain the traditions of the foreigners.

The data from Chac’s residential compounds so far appear to most
closely resemble Kaminaljuyu in terms of how Teotihuacan influ-
ence is manifested. Both sites lack typical central Mexican–style
domestic wares or household ritual items. Domestic foreign ele-
ments are seen primarily in architecture, burials, and grave goods.
Further, we argue that the elite-emulation hypothesis at Chac, at
least early in the site’s history, can be effectively refuted because
the residents of both the Platform Group and Sacta Group do not
appear to be of elite status. The absence of elaborate stone roof ar-
chitecture and construction and the absence of significant quanti-
ties of exotic materials are not what one would expect for a high-
status elite group. The data suggest that these foreign residents were
of intermediate status, perhaps, as argued earlier, serving as mer-
chants or trade representatives from the highland metropolis.

The presence of central Mexican–like architecture, icons, and
symbolism at elite monumental contexts is difficult to reconcile
with the current data. Although elite emulation seems to have
been an important factor at Late Classic Chac, not unlike that of
Tikal and even Copan, the presence of a foreign elite group is not
altogether clear. This is likely a product of sampling, since the
vast majority of architectural excavations have taken place at one
monumental context—the Great Pyramid Plaza, a place that has

shown no clear evidence of residence. The Pyramid Plaza’s build-
ings and spaces were used for special purposes related to ritual,
ceremony, and religious offices. The great antiquity of the plaza
and the numerous early central Mexican icons, however, do sug-
gest that a foreign elite group was present but resided elsewhere at
the site. Fieldwork in 2002 at the Grecas Plaza of the Central
Acropolis at Chac is showing evidence of a large substructure, and
a stone slab was discovered with iconography of a possible arrival
scene (Smyth 2002, 2004). Future research at this and other mon-
umental contexts should help to clarify and resolve this ambiguity.

CONCLUSIONS

Chac was founded in the Early Classic period and appears to
have experienced an intense relationship with foreign groups dur-
ing the Middle Classic period—most notably, the highland Mex-
ican polity at Teotihuacan—either directly or via one of its
surrogates at Tikal, Kaminaljuyu, or elsewhere. The recent dis-
covery of Teotihuacan-style residential architecture and the re-
covery of central Mexican iconography on artifacts and architecture
at domestic and monumental contexts leave little doubt that Te-
otihuacan played an influential role in the political economy of
the Puuc region. In fact, Chac may have been a northern Maya
example of Santley’s (1989) enclave settlement, a place contain-
ing barrios of resident Teotihuacanos or affiliates such as those
argued to have resided at Kaminaljuyu, Tikal, and Matacapan.
Although the nature of relations and interactions between the
Maya and central Mexico continues to be a controversial and
poorly understood subject (Braswell 2003), it clearly was a ma-
jor factor in Chac’s settlement origins and organization.

Why is Teotihuacan at Chac? If trade was the overriding factor,
would not places such as the trading gateway of Chunchucmil and
the old center of Oxkintok on the western approaches to the Puuc
have been more easily reached?Talud-tablero–like decoration have
been found at Oxkintok and recently at Chunchucmil. Perhaps the
key factor in a foreign presence at Chac, at least initially, is the Gruta
de Chac. The associated settlement and ceramic assemblage deep
inside the cave date to the Early Classic period. This immensely
long cavern is the only permanent water source for miles around.
Teotihuacanos may have been attracted to the cave for spiritual rea-
sons as well as for water needs. Radiocarbon dating, for example,
shows thatchultunswere in use at Chac (II) bya.d. 350 and were
associated with settlement remains just outside the cave itself. Per-
haps Teotihuacan saw the Gruta as a sacred place analogous to the
cavern under the Pyramid of the Sun. Were the Early Classic poly-
chrome water jars so abundant in the Chac cave influenced in some
way by Teotihuacan? Their bright orange slip, polychrome paint-
ing, and unique designs led E. Wyllys Andrews IV (1965) to de-
scribe them as unlike any other Maya pottery.At Chac (II) a number
of Chac Polychrome sherds have been recovered from the substruc-
tures of the residential compounds (N510) and the Great Pyramid
(N 5 1)—the only place outside a cave context where they have
been recovered. In addition, thousands of sherds and numerous com-
plete vessels of Chemax-slate ware have been found in the cave and
at Chac (II). There is good reason to believe that the Gruta de Chac
was somehow linked to the Teotihuacan puzzle.

What was Teotihuacan doing in the Yucatan? Perhaps Teoti-
huacan was politically and economically active at early Puuc sites,
such as Chac and Oxkintok, as well as at centers on the coastal
plain such as Chunchucmil, Dzibilchaltun, and Xcambo. Teotihua-
canos may have been working behind the scenes with their Maya
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surrogates at Kaminaljuyu, Tikal, and elsewhere, manipulating
trade routes and perhaps demanding tribute. These data suggest
that early foreign powers—Maya and non-Maya—were somehow
involved in the growth and development of selected Maya centers
in the Puuc region and northern Yucatan. Influence, of course,
must have traveled both ways, with the Puuc Maya participating
actively and aggressively in promoting their own interests in this
complex, multifaceted internationalized political economy
(Braswell 2003; Rattray 1987; Taube 2003). Indeed, the evidence
at Chac suggests that resident foreigners were assimilated into
Maya culture over the course of just a few generations, a process
of foreign intrusion and acculturation in the Yucatan that was to
repeat itself many times in subsequent centuries (Restall 1998).

There is no evidence at Chac that provides convincing sup-
port for any early commercial economic interaction. Chac had no
known tangible, controllable, or movable resources for commer-
cial exploitation. Piedad Peniche Rivero’s (1990) study shows
that cacao money did not become widespread until Putun mer-
chants helped to increase the volume of trade across the Maya
area at the outset of the Postclassic period. This means that the
political economy of the Early Classic must have been broken
down into separate economic spheres, with long-distance trade
focused primarily on exotic goods, maintaining social, political,
and ideological relationships between Mesoamerican elites. The
Postclassic economy therefore became much more vertically in-
tegrated as long-distance trade began to be tied more to local
production (Isaac 1996:318). It is doubtful that this level of eco-
nomic integration ever existed in Early Classic Mesoamerica.

Eric Thompson’s foreword in Henry Mercer’sThe Hill-Caves
of Yucatan(1975) argues that the Gruta de Chac, and by extension
Chac (II), must have first attracted outsiders because of its reli-
gious fame as the abode of the rain gods. As the site grew in
importance, so did trade, and Chac may have become a strategic
point on an overland route connecting the northern coastal plains
to the central and southern Maya Lowlands and perhaps back
along the Gulf Coast, ultimately reaching the central highlands.
This stopover along the “Teotihuacan Road” may have been so
vital that it required the presence of resident Teotihuacanos at
Chac akin to the enclave documented at Matacapan on the south-
ern Gulf Coast (Santley 1989). Teotihuacan-inspired artifacts, sim-
ilar residential compounds, and Maya and Tuxtla pottery have
been found at both sites dating to the Middle Classic period.

We argue, therefore, that contacts between Maya and Teotihua-
can in northern Yucatan were largely maintained via professional
merchants, particularly at Chac. If this is so, a number of impor-
tant questions arise. Why did Teotihuacan influences or contacts
generally come later in northern Yucatan than in the rest of Maya
area? At Tikal, for instance, major interactions with Teotihuacan
are well documented by the late fourth century and may have been
on the wane by the late fifth century. There is now compelling
epigraphic and archaeological evidence suggesting that Tikal and
Copan suffered a direct “takeover” by Teotihuacan during the Early
Classic (Fash and Fash 2000; Stuart 2000). Certain Maya centers
in the north may have been subject to similar political intrigue
during the Middle Classic.

Teotihuacan’s direct intervention in the south becomes signif-
icantly reduced by the sixth century. The consequences for Teoti-
huacan’s lowland trade routes must have been devastating,
becoming significantly disrupted or completely severed during
the sixth-century “star wars,” a protracted conflict involving Ti-
kal, Caracol, Calakmul, and other major southern powers. Per-

haps not coincidentally, Teotihuacan’s influence becomes more
apparent in the sixth century in northern Yucatan at sites such as
Chac. These circumstances may have forced Teotihuacanos to
seek new sources of tropical lowland products in the northern
Yucatan at a time when there were more people in the area,
making it more attractive to foreign intervention. Architectural
researchers in the Puuc region, for instance, have always won-
dered why Mexican motifs and symbolism are found on early-
style buildings (Andrews 1986, 1994; Pollock 1980).

Chac ceased to be a center of political importance by the outset
of the Terminal Classic period. At this time, Sayil became the
dominant site in the area. We now know that the chronological
overlap and spatial proximity of the two sites were linked to de-
cline and florescence. There is good circumstantial evidence sug-
gesting that Sayil benefited directly from its neighbor’s misfortune
and may have had a hand in Chac’s demise. For example, the
Great Pyramid Plaza was essentially destroyed and terminated
ritually and/or violently arounda.d. 750, as shown by the con-
struction of various wall segments with stones taken from the
plaza’s vaulted buildings. The vacant eastern settlement zone and
hilltop Witz Temple, located midway between the sites, suggest
that hostilities went on for some time before settlement abruptly
shifted to Sayil. These factors suggest that this event occurred for
political reasons and not because of a pattern of eastward settle-
ment expansion. If Chac was or had been the abode of foreign
intruders, perhaps the “true” native Maya were reasserting them-
selves by replacing the old center with the new one at Sayil.

The political economy of the Puuc region—an area that was
densely populated in the Late to Terminal Classic periods with
significant Early Classic settlements—is still poorly understood.
Although the rise of Puuc cities has been attributed to large-scale
migrations from the south (Morley 1946; Willey and Shimkin
1973), to restructuring of old trading routes (Ball 1974; Thomp-
son 1970; Willey 1973), and to a breadbasket region exporting
food to the coastal plains (Barrera Rubio 1982; Kurjack et al.
1979; Matheny 1978), the research at Sayil and Chac cast doubt
on these models as being singularly explanatory. There is no com-
pelling evidence for any major south–north Maya migration; Chac
and other Puuc sites are contemporary with the Classic southern
Maya centers. While the Puuc may have benefited from restruc-
tured trade routes, the early Puuc centers were clearly participat-
ing as major players in the old routes. The producer–exporter
model appears to be logically inconsistent: how did food receivers
compel producers to export food with an inherently inefficient
foot mode of transport? The only viable way was in the form of
tribute payments in which the shippers incur the costs of trans-
port. But this would indicate that the Puuc region was politically
subservient to an outside group even though it controlled a critical
resource—food surplus—a situation that seems highly unlikely,
especially during the Terminal Classic period.

Although provocative, compelling evidence is now available
to support a political economy at Chac based on its fame as an
important place for religious pilgrimage coupled with specialized
long-distance trade partially controlled by resident foreigners. Fu-
ture research directed at understanding ethnic dynamics and the
process of internationalization will provoke profound insights into
the formation and changes in the political economies of the Puuc
region and the rest of northern Yucatan. Such work will have
far-reaching implications for new understanding of highland–
lowland interactions and the cultural integration of Early Classic
Mesoamerica.
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RESUMEN

Un programa de investigacion a largo plazo en el centro de Chac (II) está
proveyendo extraodinariamente nueva información en cuanto a la arqui-
tectura, la población mortuoria y la presencia foraneá en las colinas del
Puuc durante del período clásico temprano (300–600 d.C). El encuentro
de numerosas tempranas subestructuras en monumentos y en residenciales
contextos, las inusuales prácticas mortuorias y varios artefactos most-
rando la inspiración en México central y/o el origen que ha encabezado
serias realizaciones que el centro de Chac no desarrollo en el aislamiento
cultural. Esto ha venido incrementando la evidencia de que Teotihuácan
juega un significante papel ya sea directamente o moviendose a sus alre-
dedores en el crecimiento de los centros urbanos en la región del Puuc.
Este papel será motivo de discución en la investigación del Chac y sus
alrededores incluyendo la Gruta de Chac mientras se enfoca específica-
mente en los componentes foráneos fechados en los períodos clásicos
medio y temprano (300–700 d.C.).

Hay el argumento de que un grupo foráneo de comerciantes y aún
élites residenciales del Mexico central estuvieron en Chac durante el período
clásico medio si no antes. Estos encuentros pueden ser comparados con la
investigación arqueológica y epigráfica de Matacapan, Kaminaljuyu, y
Tikal—lugares de intensas interaciones de alturas y ondanadas del clásico
temprano.

Este análisis comparativo será distiguido entre emulación elítica, con-
tacto foráneos y la naturaleza y medida del tiempo de una Teotihuácan
presencia en la región de Puuc. Una revisión teórica de enclaves étnicas y
sus corelaciones arqueológicas será discutida como que ella se relaciona
con dinámicas étnicas en la organización para estas llaves centros Me-
soamericanos. Este papel concluye usando datos para proponer un modelo
para una clásica temprana politica-economía en la regíon Puuc deYucatán
alcanzando más allá del mundo Maya hasta incluir la alta metrópoli de
Teotihuácan y la gran Mesoamérica.
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